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Last November, 1994, at the Second International Conference on the New 


Paradigms of Science, I read a paper with the in1probable title, "Human 


Transformation Independent of Knowledge and Time." The subject matter was drawn 


from the eighteen dialogues Krishnamurti invited me to undertake with him with a 


view to presenting the essence of his teaching. Though last year's paper was not a 


summary of those dialogues nor an interpretation of Krishnamurti' s teaching, it was, I 


hoped, an independent inquiry consonant with his spirit. 


Your kind and enthusiastic reception of that paper a year ago encouraged me to 


make this present attempt to deepen it. In last year's paper I hoped to offer a new point 


of departure from the measures we call conscience and insight. I invited us to return to 


Socratic or what I call primal intuition, what Socrates called the voice and spirit within 


him that always told him what not to do, never what to do. This principle of inward 


negation is exceedingly far reaching for understanding human nature. It is also a 


corrective for the dogmatic and authoritarian postures that have wounded human 


thought and practice down through the centuries. This present paper will extend 


further the topic of primal intuition with a view to helping us, through the practice of 


self-inquiry, to live well rather than ill. 
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With the exception of certain Scriptural texts the course of western intellectual 


history has paid little attention to the subject and category of bearing. Raising it to the 


eminence and dignity of the concepts Being and Becoming seems strangely extravagant 


-perhaps even impertinent. Yet, genuine self-inquiry apprehends bearing as not only 


one of the permanent features of existence but sees it in the foreground of concern for 


self -knowledge. 


The term, inner transformation means transition from deafness to heedfulness, 


from blindness to wakefulness, from apathy to earnestness, from self-bondage to self


liberation. 


The pathos in disregarding and even losing self Kierkegaard points up with 


irony. In his spiritual classic, The Sickness Unto Death, he notes that anyone can get 


along fairly well living the ordinary life in the ordinary way" and it may not be 


detected that in a deeper sense he lacks a self. Such things do not create much of a stir 


in the world, for a self is the last thing the world cares about and the most dangerous 


thing of all for a person to show signs of having. The greatest hazard of all, losing the 


self, can occur very quietly in the world, as if it were nothing at all. No other loss can 


occur so quietly; any other loss - an arm, a leg, five dollars, a wife, etc. -- is sure to be 


noticed." 


It will not serve the purpose of this meditation to go into an extended analysis of 


the word self. Self does not mean ego nor my idea of myself nor even my felt self


presence. Its two primary features of hiddenness and manifestation upon the same 


instant rest first of all upon its being unqualified, which accounts for its hiddenness, 


and secondly its objectifying itself as the persona. Abstractly, there is always the 


persona but concretely the persona is multiple and transient, being ever subject to 


change. This duality in unity sets up a tension between self as unqualified and self as 


persona, a tension which finite consciousness must bear. Finite consciousness cannot 
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avoid bearing the tension within this duality of the self. Neither intellect nor will can 


make the slightest difference to this structure and the bearing that it entails. 


Unflattering for us, it is the case that in the finite order of our nature, intellect and will 


are only expressions of a much deeper priority, the priority of intuition, instinct and 


natural automatisms. We prefer to think that intellect and will can combine to impose 


themselves directly upon intuition and instinct but this is a pitiful illusion. If they can 


overpower that deeper priority, how shall we explain to ourselves that we have made 


no moral progress in getting along with one another since the ancient Greeks? 


A material aid toward correcting the self-misunderstanding of our nature can be 


rediscovered in the study and contemplation of certain texts in ancient Scriptures. The 


second chapter of Genesis describes the human soul or being as comprised of two 


primordial energies, the breath of the Creator and the dust of the earth in which the 


divine breath is embodied. The career of this composite is, strictly speaking, not its 


own. It comes to be and passes away precisely as the One who made it disposes. 


Ancient creation myths of other cultures agree in principle with this vision of human 


nature's intrinsic dependence on a primordial initiative other than human. 


This mythic view of the dual relation between Creator and creature is still 


current among theologians, religious philosophers, priests, ministers and rabbis and the 


pious whom they instruct and influence. Alternatively, the secular view of our nature 


credits us with an autonomy that has no need of the Creator/ creature perspective 


which it regards as superstitious. Our 20th century has seen a spread of the secular 


view beyond the imagination of former centuries. In the operations of experimental 


science, which is independent of religion, we have split the atom, broken the genetic 


code, and visited bodies in outer space. Also, we have killed more human beings this 


century than at any other period of human history. Neither this century's religious 


perspective nor the secular one prevented this atrocity. If neither conventional religion 


nor applied secularity have been able to save us from ourselves is there another way? 
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Since time out of mind the sages of our species have taught another way, the 


way of self-inquiry. Broadly speaking, it has had almost no appeal. How, then, shall 


we account for self-inquiry's abiding career throughout the ages? There is in every 


human heart a vague sense of an unfulfilled promise and while for most it does not 


issue in personal crisis it continues to prick one for the term of his natural life. It is a 


goad which, as with our nature, is given to us in advance on our coming into the world. 


It is something we must bear. It is impervious, indifferent to any influence from our 


will or intellect. It is an objective condition beyond appeal. 


Bearing and Understanding 


I< f! ..... "' (, ~ hA ts..l 'I' I:.. 4 K s:.s~ A r <.1\.1 1-1 ev c.. C-(,~ I 1-f IAA.. ~ Jr t..c.. r ...,£. c.::t. 
I\ We have been taught since the beginning of western classical metaphysics that 


1Dhat is is to be understood in terms of itself or as a substance, a constant; its cause is a 


constant also, whether we term it "God" or "Being" (with a capital B). This reduction 


of things to their virtual atomic, constant identity was given enormous emphasis in the 


Middle Ages when the salvation of the individual human soul was the overriding 


obsession. In our own time this religious perspective has largely given way to an 


impersonal focus on what we call the phenomenon whether it be observed in language 


or experimental science. But this change in perspective has not altered our inveterate 


habit of seeing things as fixed ontological units, limited to and by their own essence. 


We pay a severe price for this view of things. We lose the freedom of what 


Krishnamurti calls "the choiceless awareness of our daily existence and activity." We 


cannot realize and enjoy that freedom while we are busy worrying over how to protect 


and maintain our fixed identity from colliding with other fixed identities in a world of 


essential oppositions and estrangement. The psychological ramifications from this self


misunderstanding are not confined to western civilization. The Bhagavad Gita, perhaps 
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the most influential Hindu Scripture, describes the Lord Krishna's appeal to Prince 


Arjuna to drop this very same self-misunderstanding. 


The prince is willing to listen to the instruction that, if followed, will release him 


from self-bondage, but he cannot know beforehand all the spaces he must traverse. 


Each new space affords the prince another context within which to face up to the awful 


question: what and who are you. Are you constantly, concretely your self-image, your 


idea of yourself. How can that be since it is always changing? 


Krishna brings Prince Arjuna around again and again to face the same question 


because of all questions it is the most difficult to stay with and to hold to courageously, 


patiently, soberly and quietly. As with Arjuna, so with us. We either stay with the 


question until breakthrough or we bolt from it hoping that, in our rush to rejoin the 


crowd, the question will not follow us. 


Existence, which has always the first move, lays this question upon us at a very 


early age. Not that the question is intellectually formulated at that age. Indeed, it 


might never be so formulated for the term of one's natural life. However, the normal 


child between the ages of two and five feels itself subjectively as subject. This felt self


identity is often called" ego-consciousness," a rather unhappy term since it appears to 


collapse subjectivity into the function of ego. This verbal collapse is indulged in a great 


number of writings on spirituality which advise that the destruction of the ego is the 


means to release from self-bondage. This is a misleading notion since it is not the fault 


of the ego that self-misunderstanding occurs. Without the function of ego, we should 


lose personal pronouns whose grammatical uses are spiritually neutral. Self


misunderstanding belongs to the self, not to the ego. 


The ancient Chinese model for human nature is portrayed in the I Ching. The six 


lined hexagram is composed of the two trigrams for Heaven and Earth. Human nature 
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is displayed by the two middle lines, the topmost line of the lower trigram for Earth 


and the lowermost line of the upper trigram for Heaven. These two lines, while 


representing human nature do not belong to us intrinsically. Human nature is 


dependent and derived. On taking seriously this image, it invites us to step back from 


the classical western view of ourselves as individual selves, as substances, separate 


from the interplay of Heaven and Earth, which are respectively primal energy and its 


embodiment. On accepting the invitation to step back, what comes into view is human 


nature as pattern, an embodiment of primal energy. As such we are but players in the 


interplay of the primal powers of Heaven and Earth and subject to their suasion. They 


are the playwrights of our ways in the play of the one cosmic dance. 


Here, there is no ontological estrangement between self and other. Instead of a 


cosmic arrangement of fixed substances here is a panorama of integral movement 


bound only by the Unconditioned. Each of us is a way of primal energy patterning 


itself as the cosmic drama unfolds. The career of this boundless movement is not 


imposed from without. Rather its activity is intrinsic to itself; it is satisfied by its own 


exercise. Lao Tzu describes the intrinsic, non-authoritarian hierarchy of this cosmic 


movement this way: 


Man patterns himself on Earth, 


Earth upon Heaven, 


Heaven upon Tao (the Way of ways) 


And Tao accords with itself. 


Elsewhere he says: Tao, the Way, does nothing, yet nothing is left undone. This 


marvelous vision of the Groundless Ground, this intuition ofT ao, the Way of ways 


overcomes the dualism of the One and the many. It is the One as the many and draws 


us back to the originary and absolute present. Lao Tzu says that the movement of the 


Way, the Tao, is a turning back. It is a turning back from the multiplicity of beings to 
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Being and from Being to Non-being from which Being comes. It is precisely this 


turning back that discloses the role of bearing at its depth. 


Let us note how self-misunderstanding arises. The beginning of self


misunderstanding occurs upon the instant reflection seizes upon a memory of the self's 


behavior whether of action or reaction. Imagination then fixates that image. When the 


self identifies with that image or representation it has misunderstood itself. It has 


reduced itself to a belief in a disembodied consciousness which remains constant. The 


self invests this fiction with a name and properties. True, it is tinkered with and edited 


over the years under the duress of changes in body and opinion but the belief in its 


permanence is held indefinitely. It is now the self's final arbiter and judge of any and 


every thing. 


What is it that draws us toward and into self-inquiry? It is the abiding pressure 


of bearing. Western culture, with its inveterate alienation from nature, tolerates 


thinking that bearing as suffering belongs primarily to our human species. It is argued 


that since animals do not have verbal language with which to communicate thoughts 


and feelings that animals do not think and feel. The seventeenth-century philosopher 


Descartes believed animals to be nothing but automata, machines. His influence is still 


with us. 


Human nature continues to display unimaginable extremes from sacrificial love 


to intense, heartless cruelty toward all forms of life. It is not difficult to agree with the 


prophet Jeremiah who cried out that the human heart is desperately wicked and 


deceitful above all things and who can know it? 


Our usual human response to this spectacle is to avert our gaze from it, as long 


as we can, since to dwell on it leads only to despair and perhaps even to clinical 


depression. But this attitude does not take bearing seriously. It seeks only to escape 
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from it. To take bearing seriously entails a shift of perspective, a shift from seeing 


bearing in personal terms only to contemplating it for what it really is, namely, a 


permanent and irreducible feature of all existence. This shift is not easily made. It 


requires a deep empathy with the lot of any and all creatures that share life with 


oneself. Linda Hogan, the Native American poet, essayist and novelist has said," A 


change is required of us, a healing of the betrayed trust between humans and earth. 


Caretaking is the utmost spiritual and physical responsibility of our time .... " She offers 


a beautiful example of this reciprocity on noting "how water and earth love each other 


the way they do, meeting at night, at the shore, being friends together, dissolving in 


each other, in the give and take that is where grace comes from." 


Let us note now how we as human first encounter bearing. Whether there was 


or was not a preexistence for us, it is certain that upon the moment of conception we are 


housed as the sheltered promise of our birth. Earth which is housed in space houses 


our mother who in the deepest recesses of her person houses the promise of our birth, 


our arrival into the world, itself a house, a dwelling awaiting us and given to us in 


advance. This is how Existence conditions us and mothers us into being. Our life 


career is an embodied one from the start. This principle of embodiment the language 


of myth calls Earth. The spirit that is embodied is called Heaven. The I Ching calls 


Heaven the Creative and Earth the Receptive. They are the Father and the Mother of all 


lives and as primal energies they specify our natures in advance. But the Classic teaches 


us also that unconditioned spirit is unfathomable, unbound by any determinants and 


utterly beyond explanation. This is Tao, the Way. As conditioned spirits we must 


revere it in silence yet it is our true origin and ultimate nature. The relation between it 


and our conditioned existence provides a way to contemplate and ponder the mystery 


of bearing. 


As human we enter the world unable to stand. For many months we lie most of 


the time parallel to Earth. As adults we can hardly, if ever, recall how arduous it was 
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for us to raise ourselves from our horizontal posture to the vertical one of standing 


upright and unaided. On standing upright, on our own, we make our first formal 


gesture of independence; but it is a conditioned independence. What conditions us lies 


much deeper than our need for continued parental care and social affirmation. 


The depth of our conditionality discloses itself if we suspend our calculative 


point of view and adopt for the time being the mythical or intuitive perspective. This is 


the meditative one within which our potential sageliness can flower and poetry sings. 


For example, it is only within meditative thinking that faith, hope and love truly reveal 


themselves. They consistently elude rational explanation but we do not on that account 


regard them .as illusory. 


How does our human standing upright condition us in depth below the 


psychological and social spheres of our needs and desires? Mythically speaking, by 


standing upright, we mediate what is above us to what is below and what is below to 


what is above. We are the face of that midpoint between Heaven and Earth, the 


Creative and the Receptive, Spirit and Embodiment; but we do not stand as effortlessly 


as we recline. Standing tires us, so we sit or lie down where and when we can to 


compensate for that fatigue. In fact, at least one third of our lives is spent in reclining 


for the sake of restoring our energy through sleep and rest. It is in standing that we 


bear our humanness. 


This point of view discloses that the moment of the infant child's first standing 


unaided is, humanly, the first decisive moment of its life's passage. In standing alone it 


declares its individuality and all the inwardness which that entails. Yet, ironically, this 


very statement of individuality provides our prinCipal occasion for self


misunderstanding. This crucial point will be developed in the next and last section. In 


standing alone, Existence has called the child to the universal human vocation which 


the child must bear and carry through in its own way. Human nature's vocation is to 
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mediate, to bear spirit to body and body to spirit. The intersection of these powers 


tradition has called the soul which is an unstable equilibrium. It is an unstable 


equilibrium since every instant is fraught with the unexpected, the unprecedented, 


whether observed or not. The soul is the intermediary of endless beginnings and it is 


only through memory and imagination that it can fancy itself to be otherwise. Try as it 


might the soul cannot in fact, in actuality be elsewhere than upon the threshold of every 


present instant. 


This link between spirit and body which, from the individual standpoint, 


tradition calls soul is from the cosmic standpoint the intersection between being and 


becoming, the axis of value and process. Yet, beyond these, there is a deeper 


intersection, one which today we hear almost nothing about. It is the point between 


what Plato called the Good and the whole interplay of Being and Becoming. Here, the 


Good is beyond the correlation good/ evil. Plato tells us in the dialogue, The Republic, 


that the Good is beyond being, surpassing it in dignity and power. Precisely as one is 


enabled to pass between being and becoming, one comes upon this deepest of all 


intersections, that between the Good and the whole manifest world of coming to be and 


passing away. 


Bearing does not disclose itself in its radical character until the intersection 


between the Unconditioned and conditioned existence is intuited. Since the Good is 


beyond Being it is beyond conceptualization. Plato's calling it the Form of forms does 


not reduce it to a concept except negatively just as the name Non=Being is a negative 


concept which is simply to say it is beyond what can be conceived. The Good, the 


Ultimate is not this and not that. 


If we can for a moment disengage from our collapse into abstract, disembodied 


consciousness and ask seriously what is the condition for relating viscerally to Non


being, we should have to say it is bearing, which is to say, plainly, suffering. Precisely 
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here some non-dualists will object by asserting that with self-awakening suffering 


disappears. But this is a hasty notion. Rather, it is suffering over suffering that 


disappears and not suffering itself. If suffering as such disappeared with 


enlightenment, how is it that some sages have died so painfully from cancer? To say 


that they did not suffer their pain is a trifling, semantic quibble. On the contrary, their 


bearing and their sacrifice provide us a profound lesson. Existence is not meant always 


to be docile to our arts and sciences, five year plans and manipulative cleverness. 


The intersection of Ultimate Spirit with the flux of existence occasions 


detachment in us. The occasion for detachment does not actualize it. It only invites our 


consent to it. Yet without detachment bearing, as suffering, puts us in bad faith with 


existence. Another mistaken notion is that adversity produces fine character. On the 


contrary, without detachment adversity alienates and embitters us. However, 


detachment rescues us from self-pity and returns us to origin, to our natural state in 


which we do not act for an object but from timeliness, the detached response to 


necessity. 


In the detached response of timeliness we lose the illusion of agency and so act 


without contrivance. Complete detachment within the intersection of Ultimate Spirit 


and the world turns over our view of things 180° and what appeared above is now 


below and what was below is now above. This is beautifully portrayed in the eleventh 


hexagram of the I Ching in which Heaven is placed beneath Earth rather than above 


her. The hexagram is called Peace. Peace is not the cessation of hostilities. Peace is 


dwelling in our natural state, our original innocence. Masculine and feminine energies 


once estranged are now nearer than near. 


Our natural state reflects the point at which Ultimate Spirit meets whatever body 


it energizes and informs. This point of our original innocence has no lust to possess an 


end in view and no nostalgia for a beginning once enjoyed. Our natural state abides in 
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the time between times which is the timely, the ever present and unprecedented now, 


obedient to the suasions of Heaven in which is perfect freedom -the freedom from 


having to choose. Visionary matters are notoriously difficult to communicate and prose 


is not the happiest medium to convey them. So I shall try a poem and call it: Between. 


Between 


Who can wander for a lifetime 


In the valley, on the hill, 


And not see the face of heaven 


On the swift and in the still 


On the swift and shining waters 


In the smooth wet-molded stone 


Wide, wide heaven beds among them 


Lies where all the leaves are blown 


And the wafted leaf in autumn 


Comes, like us, to find its ground 


Falling where the hand of heaven 


Cups the seeker and the found. 


If one is not vigilant, the perspective of these lines can encourage a false comfort. 


It is infinitely more pleasant to imagine the ideal embrace of Heaven and Earth and 


how they cradle us than it is to remain alert to the inevitable contradictions and 


collisions of our embodied existence. Abstract contradiction we take easily in stride. It 


is when contradiction touches our being that we are devastated since it overturns all we 


have taken for granted. Yet contradiction in being is the test of the real. Without 


existential contradiction we have no occasion for learning detachment and distance on 


our surround. Only in detachment is the spirit free to discern the false in the false and 
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the true in the false. Spirit is released to its vocation when soul lets spirit be its eyes 


and ears. Unfortunately, the soul usually prefers the outward eyes and ears of the 


body and rarely discovers the inward eye and the inward ear. Unless the soul makes 


the transposition from the outer to the inner it remains turbulent indefinitely, unable to 


rise above the storms and stress of material flux. 


In one of the uncanonical gospels, the Acts of Philip 34, Jesus is recorded as 


saying, "Unless you change your 'down' to 'up' (and 'up' to 'down' and 'right' to 'left' 


and 'left' to 'right') you shall not enter my Kingdom (of heaven)." Clearly, this 


oracular admonition requires us to transpose our levels of being, the horizontal (right, 


left) and the vertical (up, down). Our transfiguration depends upon it. Naturally, if 


these relative qualities are exchanged on the same plane, they cannot effect an inner 


transformation. The depth and character of their transposition appears in St. Matthew's 


gospel. This text is usually given a tiresomely moralistic interpretation. But Jesus was 


not a moralizer (had he been one he might never have been executed). In this text 


bearing becomes acutely aware of itself. The following is a standard translation of the 


text (Matt. 7:13-14): 


Enter by the narrow gate, for the gate is wide and the way is easy that 


leads to destruction, and those who enter by it are many. For the gate is 


narrow and the way is hard, that leads to life, and those who find it are 


few. 


The word ' hard' that describes the way or road that leads to life is not, in the 


Greek text, a simple adjective opposed to the word easy which describes the way 


leading to destruction. The Greek word translated ' hard' is tethlimmenewhich is a form 


of the verb, thlibo meaning to press together, to compress, to contract. It appears that 


what is hard about the way that leads to life is its pressure, its compression. The word 


tethlimmenebeckons us to look at it still deeper. This form of the verb ' compress,' 
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means literally 'in the state that results from the act of compressing.' Now our text 


reads more amply and precisely. It tells us not that the way itself is hard but that the 


way is a result of something else that is hard, namely, a compressing which 


metaphorically means an oppression, distress, affliction. 


Strictly speaking, the one thing said of the way is that it is a result and this result 


leads to life. Further, the only thing said of the act of compressing is that it has a result. 


Neither the act of compressing is the way nor is the way called an oppression, an 


affliction. This distinction is far reaching and a check against hasty conclusions about 


the spiritual life. Some see the spiritual life as an agony undergone for the sake of a 


later, a heavenly reward. Others see living spiritually as a blissful deliverance from 


bearing, from suffering. The text supports neither of these viewpoints. Rather, it 


implies that bearing as suffering is a necessary but not sufficient condition for realizing 


life and that the way to life is a state that results from that condition. 


Etymologically, result derives from Latin salire, to leap. Result, then means to 


leap back; to reverberate, to echo. As a leap it is a transition from one level to another, 


as a reverberation, an echo. Just as an echo is not a repetition of the material conditions 


that produced it, so the way that leads to life operates in a higher sphere above our 


personal sufferings; yet, these sufferings abide as that out of which the way is realized. 


To put the matter simply we can say that while we are bearing our trials in good faith, 


we are upon the same instant leaping into the only life worth living, the life of peace 


that passes understanding. This leap is intuitive. It has no causal antecedent nor can it 


be anticipated as something waited for. It can only be waited on; it will come or not 


come in its own good time. In the meantime bearing remains. It abides impervious to 


our manipulations. It does not change. 


Since bearing does not change it is given to us in advance. We cannot choose it. 


Like language, bearing, given to us in advance, is fraught with mystery. We speak of 
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understanding language but we do not understand its origin. We speak of 


understanding bearing as a personal response to adversity and we think we 


understand what it is but we do not understand that it remains abidingly the case with 


every existent from stone to star. 


Since these things are so, our understanding does not transcend its primitive 


meaning in English which is that to understand is to stand under. Ultimately, what is it 


that we stand under? It is the obligation to be true to one's nature, one's own way of 


being who and what one is which existence has required from the moment of birth. 


This requires patience and an undistracted listening to the voice of primal intuition. 


Not to Misunderstand and Bearing 


Once in a dialogue with Krishnarnurti during which we explored the , 


relationship between inward hearing and seeing, he made the remarkable statement 


that hearing is not letting anything interfere with seeing. This statement arrests 


attention because it reverses an emphasis on seeing that has characterized western 


culture for well over two thousand years ever since Aristotle described sight as the 


noblest of our senses. Krishnamurti' s statement seems to imply that hearing is the 


guardian of seeing, that hearing protects seeing from whatever would disorder it or 


prevent it from apprehending its object. What can it mean that hearing is the guardian 


of seeing? Let us briefly contemplate how the ear and the eye dispose themselves 


toward their surround and the matter might come clearer. The eye is open to the world 


intermittently; first of all in the sleeping/ waking cycle and also during waking the 


normal eye opens and shuts rapidly in what we call blinking. This means that the eye 


normally apprehends its object sequentially. This intermittence is from the side of the 


eye, not from the side of the object. The eye measures continuity of vision by discrete 


units of vision as they appear in sequence. This gives the eye a bias toward quantity 
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which is measured by the least unit as, for instance, so many centimeters make a meter. 


It is the opposite with quality which uses the greater to measure the smaller as, for 


instance, the best is always the measure of the worst. 


Now, the normal ear is never closed and receives its surround from its own side 


uninterruptedly. Any discontinuity in presence must come from the side of the object. 


As the eye favors the quantitative, so does the ear the qualitative. The I Ching describes 


the eye as clinging to outside things and the ear as a hollowed cavity. In other words 


the eye stops at the surface whereas the ear penetrates to interiority. The difference 


between ear and eye is much more complex both factually and symbolically than these 


notices indicate. However, they help us to face the issue. 


These contrasted characteristics give us a hint toward noting how it is that 


hearing guards seeing. They signify that the whole measures and embraces the parts 


and synthesis is the proper object of analysis. As St. Thomas Aquinas observed, we 


distinguish in order to unite. When the relation between quality and quantity is 


misperceived as it became more radically so after the 17th century in western 


civilization, a spiritual displacement occurs and the inclination and power to listen 


grows weaker until we arrive where we are today when genuine dialogue is rare. Most 


often today, instead of dialogue we hear two monologues which seem afraid or unable 


to meet. 


So we ask what is it to listen with the inward, the spiritual ear. What is the 


relation between deep listening and bearing? These two questions are related to what 


Krishnarnurti calls in his Notebook (101) "A thinking born out of the total emptiness of 


the mind; that emptiness has no center and so is capable of infinite movement. 


Creation is born out of this emptiness but is not the creation of man putting things 


together. That creation of emptiness is love and death." This thinking is a thinking 


that hears. It hears within the emptiness that Lao Tzu calls Non-being out of which 
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Being arises. This emptiness is the horne of Silence. Out of silence, speech arises; 


speech as distinguished from chatter. Chatter is a form of noise whereas speech is 


careful of its words since in every word there is something silent. Silence in the word 


renders it an omen of the unexpected. This is the source of how the word arrests 


attention since the word is more than what it merely signifies. Unless one genuinely 


listens, which is to say listens with the inward ear, the pregnant silence in each word 


escapes the hearer and this failure to listen generates the loneliness and estrangement 


that so marks our present century. 


The inward or spiritual ear is the organ of primal intuition which as Socrates 


described it, is a voice of divine spirit which never told him what to do but what not to 


do. Primal intuition opens out upon the incalculable, the unprecedented in every 


present instant. This negative summons requires an absolute trust to obey it since 


reason cannot have a part in it. Primal intuition presents only silence and the word of 


warning that arises from it. This word of warning is not an explanation. It has no 


content. It simply says, no. Yet it is this creative prohibition answered by the listener's 


receptive inhibition that preserves one against danger and, sometimes, disaster. We 


share this primal intuition with the animals. It has been called instinct but this quite 


misunderstands it since instinct is propulsive whereas primal intuition is creatively 


inhibitive. There is no content here to understand but only a negation, something not to 


misunderstand. Obedience to this negative summons shelters us from having to bear 


more than we can stand to bear or warns us against attempting to escape from what we 


must bear. 


The second question of the relation between deep listening and bearing finds an 


answer in a biblical paradigm. The writer to the Hebrews (5:8) says of Christ that he 


learned obedience through the things which he suffered. This does not point to the 


conquest of actual disobedience but to the negation of potential disobedience. This 


negation is his Father's will which in Christ's bearing leads him forward toward what 
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he must bear: the cross, his execution. The Greek text indicates grammatically that 


there is no time interval between the suffering and the obedience. In both Greek and 


Latin the words for obedience derive from the verb ' to hear.' Since bearing, as such, 


persists and never changes bringing with it the unexpected, the unprecedented, it calls 


for an abiding listening and for this the ear is perfectly adapted since it never closes. 


This implies that the relation between deep listening and bearing is an 


intemporal one. Their juncture is exact. Their dwelling is one of love. Since love is the 


source of creation and creation, as distinguished from making, never creates the same 


thing twice, listening with the inner ear abides in the never and the always. 


In the fourth of his one hundred love sonnets to his wife
1
Pablo Neruda embraces 


not only his Matilde but, though unintended, his last stanza also embraces the subject 
pa. P• ..,., 


of this"meditation. Here is Stephen Tapscott's translation: 


That time was like never, and like always. 


So we go there, where nothing is waiting; 


we find everything waiting there. 


Y aquella vez fue como nunca y siempre. 


Vamos alii donde no espera nada 


y hallamos todo lo que esta esperando. 
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